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Bio
21-year-old Sasha Anne is from New York
City and is an

advocate against bullying

and is all about encouraging others to be
true to themselves. Sasha is dyslexic and
was bullied for it in middle school. One of
the ways she overcame that time in her
life
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confidence so many of her favorite Disney
characters
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Now

Sasha

never

shies away from who she is and stays true
to her fun, bubbly style!
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2020, Sasha launched the

One Million

Smiles campaign to bring smiles to those

makeup artist, Dani Forseca.
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After being diagnosed with lymphoma in

makeup transformation.
has

with

Very Frightening Tales,
which is being produced by Suzanne
DeLaurentiis.
episode

tutorials and beauty transformations.
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The

is

Giovannie Espirtu.
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Actress

recurring

featured

around

the

world

who

were
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quarantining due to COVID-19.

makeup artist at Beauty Con.

While enduring chemotherapy treatments,

Entrepreneur
At just 18, Sasha launched her first
product line of tiny lip glosses.

Sugar & Spice
Collection was

In 2020, Sasha's

Nail

Polish

released.

Sasha kept her spirits high by sticking to
her

schedule

as

a

YouTube

creator,

working on the Sugar & Spice product
launch, and graduating

FIT.

Sasha wore her signature tiara for every
chemo

treatment

and

is

now

cancer-

free. She hopes to inspire others to hone
into their princess superpowers.

Click to watch Sasha's Sizzle Reel!

youtube.com/sashaanne
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@SimplySashaAnne

SASHA ANNE WILL STAR IN THE NEXT
VERY FRIGHTENING TALES
Producer Suzanne DeLaurentiis announces
Infamous Jersey Devil legend to be the topic
of the next Very Frightening Tales
installment and will star influencer/actress
Sasha Anne
LOS ANGELES, CA, January 22, 2021 Producer Suzanne
DeLaurentiis announces Infamous Jersey Devil legend
to be the topic of the next Very Frightening Tales
installment and will star influencer/actress Sasha Anne.
Filming will take place in March 2021 in the Bogs of
South Jersey where the legend of the Jersey Devil (aka
Leeds Devil) began centuries ago. Sasha Anne will play
a reporter for a college newspaper who goes out to
investigate the story and the disappearance of her
cousin (played by Madison Ekstrand), which is believed
to be linked to the Jersey Devil.
The Jersey Devil segment will be part of the next episode of Very Frightening Tales,
which will premiere in the summer of 2021. Previous episodes like The Curse of Stone Hill
(starring Madison Ekstrand and Michael Pare) have already received film festival buzz.
Other guest stars in the series have included Eric Roberts, Sally Struthers, and Joe
Estevez.A recent graduate of FIT,
Sasha
Anne
has
over
1.5
million
views
on
her
YouTube
channel:
https://youtube.com/sashaanne
where
she
is
known
for
her
makeup
tutorials/transformations. In November 2020, Sasha launched the Sugar & Spice Nail
Polish Collection, which is available on her Instagram (@SimplySashaAnne) and website:
https://sashaanne.com.As a professional makeup artist, Sasha has had the opportunity to
work with Dani Fonseca, who is one of Lady Gaga’s makeup artists.
Sasha has also received a Shorty Award for women empowerment for her Gal
Gadot/Wonder Woman makeup transformation.Aside from her work as an entrepreneur
and beauty influencer, Sasha is an advocate against bullying and wants to encourage
other young people to be true to themselves, embrace their individuality, and be
confident.

During the latter part of 2020, Sasha underwent chemotherapy treatment for
lymphoma and is now happy to be cancer-free. During treatment, the beauty guru
and actress kept her spirits up with a bubbly attitude while wearing her trademark
tiara to all of her doctor’s appointments. She was determined to beat lymphoma and
not let it dull her spirit.Sasha loves playing different characters, whether it’s on
YouTube doing one of her makeup transformations or playing a new role on TV and
she looks forward to exploring new acting ventures like her role on Very Frightening
Tales in 2021.

YOUTUBE SENSATION, SASHA ANNE, LAUNCHES
NEW SUGAR & SPICE NAIL POLISH COLLECTION
FOR 2020 HOLIDAY SEASON

Sasha Anne, the inspirational self-taught makeup artist, influencer and beauty
entrepreneur, has introduced her first limited edition Nail Polish collection for the 2020
holiday season. Sasha Anne’s new Sugar & Spice duo, candy pink (Sugar) and cinnamon
red (Spice) are ideal nail colors for much needed seasonal cheer. Sasha Anne created
Sugar & Spice to inspire and empower people through beauty and fashion, her two main
passions. Well-known on YouTube and Instagram for encouraging others to be true to
themselves,
Sasha Anne is excited to see how her fans and followers express themselves and their
style with her polish. “The shimmer and glimmer of costumes and cosmetics brought me
a sense of empowerment I had never known, and I share that shine with everyone. With
my new Sugar & Spice nail colors, you can transform from sweet to sassy with the stroke
of a nail brush,” said Sasha Anne. Already an experienced product designer,
Sasha Anne debuted her first limited-edition line of mini lip glosses when she was just
18 years old. Now at 21, she is broadening her range. With an amassed following of over
30k Instagram followers, over 1. million combined views on YouTube and a collaboration
with Lady Gaga’s makeup artist Dani Fonseca, the demand for Sasha Anne’s beauty
advice and products is at an all-time high. Sasha Anne started out as a shy young girl
who found her sparkle and transformed herself into a super talented makeup artist,
creative fashionista and social influencer who inspires others to find their place in the
spotlight.
Sasha Anne’s Sugar & Spice nail collection will be available on Instagram
@simplysashaanne starting Tuesday, November 10 for $15.00. Fans can also find her
reviews of other products on her website and YouTube channel.

"I found out that I had dyslexia when I
was in 3rd grade. It was very hard for me
to express myself. As I got older I found
the power of makeup. I realized I could
express myself through different makeup
looks based on my emotions."
SASHA ANNE
Feature in YAHOO! Lifestyle

YOUTUBE MAKEUP REVIEWS,
TUTORIALS & TRANSFORMATIONS
Click a photo to be taken to the video

https://youtu.be/SmzTBWMS00o
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